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Abstract

In this paper a regional frequency analysis is suggested in order to obtain more
accurate estimations for the tails of wave height distribution functions. A case study
with wave height data on the Norts Sea is presented.

Introduction

Some of the important elements to be considered by the coastal engineer when
designing erosion control, scour protection, foundation, environmental and marine
structures includes the determination of the significant and maximum wave height at
the location of interest. Sea waves caused by the local wind, are often superimposed
on swell moving in from a distance. Interaction between the two can cause
unpredictably high waves and dangers for mariners. Extreme wave heights have an
adverse effect on shipping and other marine operations. Once the significant wave
height rises above 7 metres most vessels need to reduce speed to limit damage to
cargo or structure.

Extreme wave heights have severe consequences for coastal structures. During
the North Atlantic Halloween storm in 1991, the area of peak winds was several
hundred miles in diameter, with buoy measurements of significant wave height in the
15 meter range and maximum wave height in the 30 meter range. How frequently the
events of extreme wave heights may be expected to occur is of great importance.
Design of civil engineering structures and insurance risk calculations, for instance,
rely on knowledge of the occurrence frequency of these extreme events. Estimation of
these frequencies is, however, difficult because extreme events are by definition rare
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and data records are often short. In other words: the uncertainties related to the
distribution analysis of wave heights are high.

In  Van Gelder (2000) the general outlines of an uncertainty analysis are
presented. In most practical cases data is far too limited to give reliable estimates for
the distribution function of wave heights, water levels, etc. The statistical uncertainty,
i.e. the uncertainty of the parameter estimates due to the limited number of
observations, has to be assessed. In that case besides the inherent uncertainty,  the
statistical uncertainty must be considered. For the statistical analysis of wave heights
this was also noted by Earle and Baer (1982), Guedes Soares (1988), Bernier (1993),
and Guedes Soares and Henriques (1996). The effect of the uncertainties in the wave
heights on the design of coastal structures was investigated by Le Mehaute and Wang
(1985), and the effect on the design of vertical breakwaters was reported by Van
Gelder (1996 and 1997).

For the short-term scales (a few hours), Longuet-Higgens (1952) already
showed that the Rayleigh distribution is the most appropriate to describe the
distribution of the wave heights. Without using a spectral description, various
parameter estimation methods are available to determine the free parameter of the
Rayleigh distribution. In Van Gelder (2000) these parameter estimation methods were
compared with eachother w.r.t. relative bias and root mean squared error of the p-
quantile (p<<1). In Van Gelder and Vrijling (1999) the performance of the parameter
estimation methods for the Rayleigh distribution has been investigated. Green (1994)
adapted the Rayleigh distribution to take account for wave breaking in shallow waters.
Rodriguez et al. (1999) study the uncertainty of various sea state parameters, under
which the significant wave height, resulting from the methods of spectral estimation.

The use of the spectral estimator 4 0m in which m0 is the 0th order spectral moment

S f df( )
0

∞z appears to be a robust estimator, in the sense that it does not differ much

with the choice of the estimation method of S(f). Three different spectral estimation
methods, Blackman-Tukey, Fast Fourier Transform and Maximum Entropy give very
similar estimation results (Rodriguez et al., 1999).

Wave height distributions on long term scales (years) have been intensively
investigated by numerous authors. Battjes (1970) noticed that symmetric distributions,
such as the normal distribution, were not suitable to describe the long-term
distribution for the wave heights. Skewed distributions, such as the Gumbel and
Weibull distribution, fitted much better. To the same conclusions came Teng et al.
(1993) and Teng and Palao (1996), who analyzed wave buoy data at the Pacific and
Atlantic Oceans, Goda and Kobune (1990) with wave data from the Sea of Japan and
the East China Sea, Rossouw (1988) with wave data from the Indian Ocean, Van
Vledder et al. (1993) with wave data from the Norwegian coast, and Burcharth and
Liu (1994) with data from the Meditarenean Sea. Mathiesen et al. (1994) and Goda et
al. (1993) developed in an IAHR Working Group a recommended practice for
extreme wave analysis. The 3-parameter Weibull distribution was advised by them.
Ferreira and Guedes Soares (1999) investigate the long-term distribution with the Beta
and Gamma models. They show that these models are very flexible to cover the three
types of tail behaviour.

Guedes Soares and Ferreira (1995) propose a model to describe the long-term
wave height distribution, which is achieved by averaging past distribution functions,
or, in case a priori distribution functions for the model parameters are given, by
conditioning over their possible values. In this way they take account for the long-
term time-varying character of the significant wave height data. A similar approach is
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being adopted in this paper, but to take account for the space-varying character of the
significant wave height data.

In this paper, the regional frequency approach (RFA) will be applied in order
to investigate the distribution function for the wave heights on long-term scale. The
main idea behind the RFA is to 'trade space for time'.  It does so by using data from
several sites, which are judged to have frequency distributions similar to the site of
interest, in estimating event frequencies at that site. Analysis of sea levels (such as
mean levels, tides, extremes and currents) and wave heights is currently restricted to
data from a relatively sparse network of coastal gauges (containing long records of up
to 100 years) and a few offshore gauges (containing short records of up to 25 years).
Recent increases in theoretical models have enabled significant improvements in
predicting occurrence frequencies of the extremes. For instance the so-called max-
stable extreme value models (Coles, 1993) offer a suitable basis for analysing
extremal characteristics of environmental processes with a spatial dimension.
However, these models will require a considerable extension and development in
form to handle (i) the high spatial dimensionality of the problem, (ii) knowledge of
covariates and directionality, (iii) trends and seasonality of marginal and spatial (such
as changes in occurrence of storm types) extreme values. Therefore, in this paper the
aim was to use extreme value models based on other methods. A simple regional
frequency approach based on L-moments, including as much of the available data as
possible, is proposed to analyze the extreme value distributions of the coastal data.

Surprisingly, the regional frequency approach is almost solely applied within
the area of hydrology. However, within other areas, such as coastal engineering, the
approach can be applied satisfactorily as well. Van Gelder et al. (1999a) showed how
hydraulic boundary conditions along coast lines, such as storm surge levels and wave
heights, can be determined with a regional frequency approach and applied the results
to a case study of the Dutch Petten Sea Dike.

In Van Gelder et al. (1999b), annual maximum sea level data along the North
Sea coasts obtained from locations along the German coast (Leichtweiss-Institut für
Wasserbau),  the Belgian coast (Afdeling Waterwegen Kust-Hydrografie, Oostende),
the French coast (French naval hydrographic and oceanographic service, Brest), the
Dutch and English coasts (Rijkswaterstaat RIKZ/ITB, Den Haag), and the Danish
coast (Kystinspektoratet, Lemvig) were analyzed in a regional framework. Tides were
not included in the analysis. The sea surface height variations due to tides are on the
shallow North Sea, even as the wind-driven set-up quite large. Tidal heights should be
added to the wind-driven heights at any given time to provide the total height. The sea
levels along the coast lines are influenced by the depth of the continental shelf. There
are many more factors that can cause very local effects along the coast. For example,
the local coastline shape and bathymetry can produce large deviations from the sea
levels across the shelf. The winds at the coast will also play an important role. Local
coastal winds may have large deviations on the sea levels.  From the available sea
level measurement stations, the Northern stations were selected by the regionalized
frequency algorithm to form a moderately homogeneous region for the analysis of
extreme sea levels. Also from a physical point of view these sites gave the best
resemblance. The southern stations along the French and English coasts appeared to
be discordant in comparison with the Northern stations. For the Northern region the
Generalized Logistic Distribution came out as the optimal choice for the regional
frequency distribution of the extreme sea levels. This distribution function had its
origin in the biological sciences, but is presently also used within hydrological fields
by other authors (Hosking and Wallis, 1997).
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This paper presents a case study of extreme wave height prediction on the Dutch
North Sea. First, data has been collected as peaks over threshold data sets of wave
heights from nine North Sea locations along the Dutch coast. It appeared that the
locations except for one can be very well considered as a homogeneous region and
that the optimal distribution function to describe the occurrence frequency of extreme
wave heights is given by the Generalized Pareto distribution.

In the paper the available data sets will be described first. Then the results of
the RFA will be presented, followed by the conclusions.

The data sets

Much information on wave heights has been described by "The WASA Group"
(1998). In WASA it was found that the storm and wave climate has roughened in
recent decades, but that the present intensity of the storm and wave climate seems
comparable with that at the beginning of the 20th century. The WASA project
furthermore analysed and used the output from a high-resolution (T106 spectral
truncation) climate change scenario experiment, mimicking global warming due to
increase greenhouse gas concentrations. It was found that storm and extreme wave
activity was slightly increased in the Bay of Biscay and in the North Sea in a warmer
climate, while this activity was slightly weakened at several other places. The
experimental set-up of the climate model simulations on which these results were
based has been described by Beersma et al. (1997).

Wave heights are measured at many locations in the world seas. Only in the
North Sea there are hundreds of stations. They are indicated by the small triangles in
Figure 1. From the following measurement stations on the Dutch North Sea, data was
made available by the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water
Management (RIKZ):

Station Name       Location in Northern        Acronym
Width and Eastern Length.

      Eierlandse gat (Wadden) N531637.0, E0043942.0 ELD
      Europlatform N515955.0, E0031635.0 EUR
      K13 Alpha N531304.0, E0031313.0 K13
      Lichteiland, Goeree N515533.0, E0034011.0 LEG
      Meetpost Noordwijk N521626.0, E0041746.0 MPN
      Munitiestortplaats IJm N523330.0, E0040330.0 YM6
      Scheur West N512332.0, E0030257.0 SCW
      Schiermonnikoog (Wadden)N533544.0, E0061000.0 SON
      Schouwenbank N514445.0, E0031818.0 SWB

Table 1. Locations of wave height measurements
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Figure 1. Measurement Stations at the North Sea

The following information is available at the nine sites:

- date (yyyymmdd)
- time  (hhmm : UT)
- wave height Hm0 (m)

The data are peaks over tresholds. They are made i.i.d. by using a filter of 48 hours.
Each site contains between 20 to 70 peaks over the period 1979-1993. As stressed by
Castillo and Sarabia (1992), and Ferreira and Guedes Soares (1998) peaks over
thresholds provide a modern and soundly based input for extrapolation problems. A
regionalized frequency analysis of the peaks over threshold data of the nine stations
will be performed next.

RFA of wave heights

A RFA of the extreme wave heights along the Dutch coast will be performed using
POT (Peaks over Threshold) data at various sites along the Dutch coast. The objective
is to identify regional probability distributions for the extreme wave heights.

For each site the following characteristics were calculated:
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  SITE   N    ACRON   L-CV   L-SKEW  L-KURT  D(I)   MD(I)

    1   23   SCW    .0720   .1191  -.0316   1.96   5.21
    2   24   MPN    .0427  -.0510   .0725   2.43   6.47*
    3   47   SWB    .0485   .2892   .1423   1.35   3.61
    4   33   LEG    .0538   .1924   .0467    .90   2.39
    5   52   ELD    .0630   .2246   .1082    .11    .29
    6   67   EUR    .0606   .2393   .1477    .45   1.19
    7   72   K13    .0613   .2756   .1139    .17    .44
    8   58   SON    .0692   .2635   .1509   1.23   3.29
    9   61   YM6    .0673   .2876   .0780    .42   1.11

Table 2. Characteristics of the nine sites
(N: Number of peaks, D(I): Wilks measure, MD(I): Mahalanobis distance)

The  weighted means (based on the record-lengths) of L-CV, L-Skewness and L-
Kurtosis are given by:  0.0609,   0.2330 and 0.1064 respectively. The number of sites
should be at least 3 times larger than the dimensionality +1 in order to use robust
discordancy measures (Van Gelder and Neykov, 1999). Because the dimensionality is 3
(L-CV, L-Skewness and L-Kurtosis), the number of sites should be at least 10.
However, if we neglect this requirement for the moment then the station MPN should
be considered as discordant according to the Mahalanobis distance (3D(i)=6.47; the
90% critical value is 6.25).

The L-moment diagrams for the data are shown in Figure 2. The figure also
shows the unusual sites (outside the inner (1-sigma) or outer (2-sigma) ellipse) whose
data need a closer examination; i.e. those sites whose L-moments are notably different
from those of the other sites in the data set.

Figure 2. L-Moment diagrams Wave Heights Data Sets
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Site MPN is the left-lower cross in Figure 2 (left)). It is far outside the 2-sigma
ellipse. Together with the rather high Mahalanobis distance of MPN, it was decided to
exclude MPN from the RFA. Thus the RFA was performed for the remaining 8
platforms. In general, a RFA consists of the following three steps:
  i) the Wilks discordancy measure for outliers
 ii) the heterogeneity measures
iii) the goodness-of-fit measures
From step i), it followed that MPN was a discordant site. From step ii), the following
output was generated:

 OBSERVED     S.D. OF GROUP L-CV          =   .0078
 SIM. MEAN OF S.D. OF GROUP L-CV          =   .0062
 SIM. S.D. OF S.D. OF GROUP L-CV          =   .0014
 STANDARDIZED TEST VALUE H(1)             =  1.13  *

 OBSERVED AVE.  OF L-CV / L-SKEW DISTANCE =   .0518
 SIM. MEAN OF AVE. L-CV / L-SKEW DISTANCE =   .0469
 SIM. S.D. OF AVE. L-CV / L-SKEW DISTANCE =   .0122
 STANDARDIZED TEST VALUE H(2)             =   .41

 OBSERVED AVE.  OF L-SKEW/L-KURT DISTANCE =   .0681
 SIM. MEAN OF AVE. L-SKEW/L-KURT DISTANCE =   .0644
 SIM. S.D. OF AVE. L-SKEW/L-KURT DISTANCE =   .0136
 STANDARDIZED TEST VALUE H(3)             =   .27

Table 3. Heterogeneity measures (number of simulations 500)

These results indicate that the remaining 8 sites of the data set are acceptably
homogeneous according to the H(1) statistics. The H(2) and H(3) statistics based on V2
and V3 respectively lack power to discriminate between homogeneous and
heterogeneous regions according to Hosking and Wallis (1997).

In step iii), five three-parameter distributions (generalized logistic, generalized
extreme value, generalized Pareto, lognormal (LN3), Pearson type III) were fitted to the
region. Table 4 shows that the generalized Pareto is selected as the optimal distribution
function, according to the Hosking and Wallis (1997) goodness-of-fit measure. The
following goodness of fit measures were obtained:

 GEN. LOGISTIC        L-KURTOSIS=  .212   Z VALUE=  6.21
 GEN. EXTREME VALUE   L-KURTOSIS=  .178   Z VALUE=  4.23
 GEN. NORMAL          L-KURTOSIS=  .165   Z VALUE=  3.48
 PEARSON TYPE III     L-KURTOSIS=  .141   Z VALUE=  2.10
 GEN. PARETO          L-KURTOSIS=  .097   Z VALUE=  -.52 *

Table 4. Goodness of fit measures (number of simulations 500)

In the data preparation phase, peaks over thresholds had been selected. Exceedances
over high thresholds are often modelled by fitting a generalized Pareto distribution
(GPD) to this part of the data (Castillo and Hadi, 1997). This is particularly useful in
presence of heavy tails. One difficult aspect is the selection of the threshold, above
which the GPD assumption is valid. This is often done by repeated choice of the
threshold below which data are not considered. As shown by Haug et al. (2000), tail
estimation with the Generalised Pareto Distribution is also possible without threshold
selection. A mixture model, where one term of the mixture is the GPD, and the other
is a light-tailed density distribution may be a solution. The two components are put
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together by means of a continuous weight function that, in some way, takes the role of
automatic threshold selection. The full data set is used for inference. Maximum
likelihood provides estimates with approximate standard deviations for all parameters
of the model, including those present in the weight function.

Regional parameters and quantiles versus at-site parameters and quantiles

The regional frequency algorithm gives the following output (Tables 5 and 6):

REGIONAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR DISTRIBUTIONS ACCEPTED AT THE 90% LEVEL
 GEN. PARETO           .863   .170   .244
 WAKEBY                .861   .045  1.574   .141  -.164

 REGIONAL QUANTILE ESTIMATES
.010   .020   .050   .100   .200   .500   .900   .950   .990   .999
 GEN. PARETO
.865   .867   .872   .881   .900   .972  1.163  1.225  1.333  1.431
 WAKEBY
.863   .865   .871   .880   .901   .973  1.160  1.224  1.346  1.473

REGIONAL AVERAGE
L-MOMENT RATIOS   1.0000    .0619    .2496    .1083    .0572

Table 5. Regional parameter, - quantile estimates and regional averages

Apart from the parameter estimates for the GPA, also the parameter estimates for the
5-parameter Wakeby distribution are given in Table 5. The differences between GPA
and Wakeby remain very small. From the regional quantile estimates, the quantile
estimates per site can be determined by multiplying the regional quantile estimates
with the at-site average values. The results are shown in Table 6.

  SITE                                                          QUANTILES
 NUMBER
.0100       .1000       .5000       .8000       .9000       .9500       .9800       .9900       .9990       .9999
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    1 SCW (:=23/15)
338.53      344.56      379.33      425.96      455.95      482.03      511.37      530.24      577.00      606.42
   2 SWB  (:=47/15)
390.24      397.20      437.28      491.03      525.60      555.66      589.49      611.24      665.14      699.06
   3 LEG  (:=33/15)
447.66      455.64      501.62      563.28      602.93      637.42      676.23      701.18      763.01      801.91
   4 ELD  (:=52/15)
488.24      496.94      547.09      614.34      657.59      695.20      737.53      764.74      832.17      874.61
   5 EUR  (:=67/15)
414.71      422.10      464.69      521.82      558.55      590.50      626.45      649.57      706.84      742.89
   6 K13  (:=72/15)
477.07      485.57      534.57      600.28      642.54      679.30      720.65      747.24      813.13      854.60
   7 SON  (:=58/15)
469.60      477.97      526.20      590.89      632.48      668.66      709.37      735.55      800.40      841.22
   8 YM6  (:=61/15)
452.66      460.73      507.22      569.57      609.67      644.54      683.78      709.01      771.53      810.88

Table 6. Regional quantile estimation per site

The platform wave data is in centimetres. The RFA-based estimations can now be
compared with the at-site estimations (Tables 7 and 8).
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       location    scale    shape
   1 SCW     318.7178    114.1414       .5744
   2 SWB     405.0237     50.6725       .1027
   3 LEG     451.8168     88.7547       .3547
   4 ELD     483.6249    102.0713       .2663
   5 EUR     414.5443     79.4354       .2276
   6 K13     479.1845     81.9333       .1358
   7 SON     461.3438     94.8344       .1658
   8 YM6     448.9252     82.0869       .1064

Table 7. At-site parameter estimations of the GPA based on L-Moments

  SITE NUMBER
AT-SITE QUANTILES

.0100       .1000       .5000       .8000       .9000       .9500       .9800       .9900       .9990       .9999
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   1 SCW  (:=23/15)
319.86      330.39      383.98      438.60      464.49      481.88      496.43      503.33      513.68      516.44
   2 SWB  (:=47/15)
405.53      410.33      438.93      480.20      508.94      535.70      568.29      590.98      655.74      706.88
   3 LEG  (:=33/15)
452.71      461.00      506.36      560.66      591.47      615.58      639.57      653.19      680.46      692.51
   4 ELD  (:=52/15)
484.65      494.23      548.23      617.23      659.32      694.31      731.68      754.48      806.02      833.93
   5 EUR  (:=67/15)
415.34      422.81      465.48      521.59      556.91      587.07      620.30      641.21      691.13      720.69
   6 K13  (:=72/15)
480.01      487.76      533.38      597.63      641.19      680.83      727.82      759.68      846.35      909.74
   7 SON  (:=58/15)
462.30      471.25      523.44      595.30      642.86      685.25      734.30      766.76      851.34      909.08
   8 YM6  (:=61/15)
449.75      457.53      503.78      570.34      616.56      659.48      711.58      747.75      850.42      930.77

Table 8. At-site quantile estimations of the GPA based on L-Moments

Note the differences between the regional and at-site estimates which can be in the
order of 100 cm for the 10-4 quantile. The results from the tables can also be presented
by the following figures.

Figure 3. The frequency exceedance curves for the nine locations (MPN with crosses)
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Figure 4. The frequency exceedance curves for the nine locations (normalized);
Site MPN with crosses

From figure 3 it is difficult to notice the discordant behaviour of site MPN. However,
after normalization (figure 4), the discordancy becomes clear. From figure 5 it can be
seen that indeed the GPA gives a satisfiable regional fit. It has a curvature
downwards, indicating that there should be some maximum credible normalized
extreme wave height.

Figure 5. The regional frequency distribution: Generalized Pareto.
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Conclusions

A Generalized Pareto Distribution appears to be the optimal regional fit for the
extreme wave heights at the North Sea. Differences between the at-site quantile
estimates and the regional quantile estimates can be quite high (up to 1m for the
extreme extrapolations). It is better to rely on the regional quantile estimates for
decision making, as is shown in Hosking and Wallis, 1997. For further investigation,
it would be good to extend the data base with measurements from other stations in the
neighbourhood. Nowadays, due to the Internet, it is relative easy to obtain wave
height measurement at almost every desired location in the world. For instance, the
National Data Buoy Center at http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/index, the Coastal Data
Information Program at http://cdip.ucsd.edu/ and the Prototype Measurement
and Analysis Branch of the WES at http://sandbar.wes.army.mil/ provide many
data sets from buoy measurements. Satelite observations of wave heights with the
TOPEX/Poseidon Satellite are available from

http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/topex/

At this http address animation files of significant wave heights of every three days of
the last 5 years at every location at the world seas and oceans are free downloadable.
Adding more sites to the existing data base of 9 stations on the Dutch North Sea may
result in more accurate predictions of the quantiles. In that case also the alternative
more advanced method (based on robust distances) can be used in the discordancy
analysis of the sites.

Finally, intersite correlations are certainly present in this case study. Hosking
and Wallis (1988), however, mentioned that their RFA-procedure is quite robust
against intersite correlations in case of low heterogeneity measures.  In the present
case study, a heterogeneity measure of 1.13 was obtained, which indicates a low value
of heterogeneity, and therefore intersite correlations will have no major disturbance
on the estimates.

The regional frequency analysis RFA in this paper deals with peaks over
threshold data. In this approach there are two problems that do not occur in an RFA of
annual maxima:

(i)  The L-CV or the coefficient of variation of the peaks generally changes with
the height of the threshold (see also Buishand, 1990). The choice of the
threshold for the various sites thus strongly determines how far the region is
homogeneous.

(ii)  The peaks have a well-defined lower bound, namely the height of the
threshold. For instance, for the Generalized Pareto distribution GPD one
should set the location parameter ξ equal to the height of the threshold, or
equivalently, one should fit a two-parameter distribution to the excesses.
There is a similar parameter constraint for the other distributions in Table 4.
Since the mean of the peaks generally varies over the region, there remains in
fact only one parameter that may be constant over the region. If the peaks in
the peaks over threshold model follow a GPD, then it is possible to re-
express the mean number of threshold exceedances and the GPD parameters
in terms of the parameters of the associated GEV distribution for the annual
maxima (Coles, 1994). This reparametrization offers more possibilities for
regionalization (e.g. the fact that two parameters may be constant over the
region).
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